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REIMAGINED CURATE HOME COLLECTION PRESENTS NEW
STANDARD IN EXCLUSIVITY AND LUXURY HOME
Originator of Mixed Materials Trend Blends High-Fashion With
Woven, Natural and Hand-Worked Resources
HIGH POINT, NC—October 10, 2018—Designed for the discerning and crafted from an extraordinary
mix of natural materials, the thoroughly reimagined Curate Home Collection is set to present a new standard in exclusivity and luxury home.
“As the originator of mixed media—the hottest trend in home
furnishings now—the hallmark of our brand is a flair for blending woven, natural and hand-worked resources,” says Brad Cates,
president and chief executive, an industry manufacturing veteran well known for his marketing acuity and keen understanding of consumers. “At once classic and contemporary, at Curate
Home Collection we honor the artisan, the earth and the desires
of how the affluent and the aspiring choose to live now,” he says.
This Market, that translates into a strong focus on the organic
and sustainable, two words on everyone’s lips that are far easier said than done. “From the solar field that powers our corporate offices here in High Point, to the use of
regenerative materials like bamboo and raffia, we’re most at home when blending the handiwork of nature
with the hand of the artisan,” the executive notes.
Purveyor Collection
Inside the thoroughly renovated Design District showroom, watch for high-fashion looks tastefully dressed
in rich Sagurian raffia. Handwoven from the fibers of the Tipot palm tree on the island of Bohol in the central Visayas region of the Philippines, colorful and tactile silhouettes in in the Purveyor collection give new
meaning to the notion of collected looks with exoticism and dimensional depth.
“With a texture that begs to be touched, we ensure the durability of this special, hand-applied weave with protective
tempered glass tops throughout the collection’s contemporized, linear forms,” Cates says. Available in six colors, from
natural and gray to a show-stopping aqua, with wood trim
in any of four finishes, new items encompass living room,
bedroom, occasional and mirrors.

Bamboo Collection
As the nascent brand marches toward a whole home strategy, the emphasis on sexy, strong and sustainable
materials like bamboo will be evident throughout the line. “Growing faster than any other woody plant in
the world, bamboo is extraordinarily strong and durable, as evidenced by its use as a key design element in
Asian cultures for centuries,” Cates
relates. “Available in four finishes,
this season, including light brown,
java and mink, we’ve extended our
popular, off-white Peninsula finish
to our Bamboo Collection, in dining, bedroom and occasional. Keep
an eye out for our new bamboo
beds, Carlyle Side Chest and Double Dresser, and both bunching and
coffee tables with sculptural, Greek
key design influences.

Leeward Collection
A modernist and a classicist, designer John Black is the visionary behind some of the most compelling
furniture designs in the world of interiors today, and Curate Home’s signature Leeward Collection makes
it easy to see why. Constructed of sustainable Gemelina solids and veneers, natural woven materials, iron
and solid brass hardware, additions to the collection draw on traditional antique design motifs as diverse
as Regency, Chippendale, Arts & Crafts and Asian in contemporized forms that speak to how we want to
live today. Here again, new items will be shown in the company’s popular Peninsula finish.

Chronograph Collection
A journey through tropical furniture design, Chronograph is an unconventional collection incorporating
a wide range of sustainable materials from the natural world of the South Pacific. Ideal for both traditional
and contemporary settings, these timely silhouettes transform familiar forms with rattan, cane weaves,
seagrass and veneer scraps to stunning effect. New additions include stone-topped brass occasional tables
in a variety of eye-catching geometric shapes.

Alfresco Collection
Designed to capitalize on the fast-growing outdoor category, Alfresco is crafted of beautifully distressed
and responsibly harvested teak with a synthetic rope weave support. Deep wire brushing accentuates the
grain of this durable wood and makes it easy care. Take note of the outdoor dining and coffee tables, as
well as uber comfortable rope weave seating.

ABOUT CURATE HOME COLLECTION:
Curate Home Collection products are produced in company owned, state-of-the-art facilities in the Philippines and Indonesia, long admired throughout the Southeast Asia for an ability to skillfully blend cutting-edge manufacturing technology with the hand of the artisan. With a century of tradition as OEM
suppliers to the most respected retail and manufacturing brands in the business, Curate Home Collection
is combining the best of our factories’ significant capabilities in a direct to-the-trade, branded presentation.

